This special issue contains a selection of papers that were originally presented at the Fifth International Conference on Field and Service Robotics (FSR'05), which was held over the period 29-31 July 2005 at Port Douglas, Australia. FSR is a series of biennial symposia which have been held successively in Canberra (Australia), Pittsburgh (USA), Helsinki (Finland) and Lake Yamanaka (Japan). The number of papers selected is small and the meeting is held in a single track format in order to increase interaction and discussion among the participants. The goal of the meeting is to report and encourage the development of field and service robotics. These are non-factory robots, typically mobile, that must operate in complex and dynamic environments. Typical field robotic applications include mining, agriculture, building and construction, defence, forestry, and cargo handling. Service robots are those that work closely with humans, generally in structured environments such as in the smart office and health care.
The Fifth Conference received over 75 submissions from which 42 where accepted for oral presentations and 11 for poster presentations. The proceedings of the meeting are published as Corke and Sukkarieh (2006) .
Papers were invited based on the conference review scores, quality of presentation, and discussion among the program committee and their relevance to this journal. The authors of nominated papers were invited to submit extended versions of their conference papers, which then underwent the regular review process of the IJRR.
In this Special Issue we present five articles that describe the diversity, complexity and research challenges in the area of field and service robotic systems.
The paper from Howard and Kelly, titled "Optimal Rough Terrain Trajectory Generation for Wheeled Mobile Robots", presents an efficient trajectory generation algorithm for plane-tary rovers. The algorithm can accommodate adverse affects in terrain and vehicle dynamics as well as boundary and internal constraints, and the authors present their results in simulation experiments.
The paper from Lamon and Siegwart, titled "3D Position Tracking in Challenging Terrain", discusses the use of appropriate vehicle modelling as well as sensor selection and algorithms to improve the localisation estimate of a rover travelling over undulating terrain. The authors also present a method using wheel encoders and chassis state sensors as well as a controller which minimises wheel slip. The online algorithm that the authors have developed demonstrates its applicability in such applications.
The paper from Huang and Dissanayake, titled "D-SLAM: A Decoupled Solution to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping", presents a novel approach to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) for mobile robots. In this implementation the authors treat the problem as two concurrent yet separated processes. The authors show that their algorithm results in an exactly sparse information matrix thus presenting a significant saving on computation. The authors validate the performance of their algorithm in both simulation and experiments.
The paper from Matsuoka, Chen, Singh, Coates, Ng, and Thrun, titled "Autonomous Helicopter Tracking and Localization Using a Self-surveying Camera Array", presents an interesting challenge to the tracking and localisation of a helicopter, when the actual relative locations of the sensors are not known. The authors configure a system comprising of three cameras in an arbitrary arrangement and through the use of a self-surveying algorithm they developed, are able to both localise the helicopter as well as the sensor locations.
The paper from Pfaff, Triebel and Burgard, title "An Efficient Extension to Elevation Maps for Outdoor Terrain Mapping and Loop Closing", presents an approach to encapsulating data regarding vertical and overhanging objects into elevation maps. The authors also present an extension of the ICP algorithm, which assists in the data association process, and they
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demonstrate the results of their methods on a robot traversing in an outdoor environment.
These five articles present some of the latest research in field and service robotics. We hope that you find these articles interesting and motivating, and that you will find the opportunity to participate in future FSR symposia. Finally we would like to thank the programme committee, all the authors and the reviewers for their fine efforts and contributions.
